Neuropathic sensory symptoms: association with pain and psychological factors
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Background: A large number of population-based studies of chronic pain have considered neuropathic sensory symptoms to be associated with a high level of pain intensity and negative affectivity. The present study examines the question of whether this association previously found in non-selected samples of chronic pain patients can also be found in chronic pain patients with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms.

Methods: Neuropathic sensory symptoms in 306 patients with chronic pain diagnosed as typical neuropathic pain, radiculopathy, fibromyalgia, or nociceptive back pain were assessed using the Pain DETECT Questionnaire. Two separate cluster analyses were performed to identify subgroups of patients with different levels of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms and, furthermore, to identify subgroups of patients with distinct patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms (adjusted for individual response bias regarding specific symptoms).

Results: ANOVA (analysis of variance) results in typical neuropathic pain, radiculopathy, and fibromyalgia showed no significant differences between the three levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms regarding pain intensity, pain chronicity, pain catastrophizing, pain acceptance, and depressive symptoms. However, in nociceptive back pain patients, significant differences were found for all variables except pain chronicity. When controlling for the response bias of patients in ratings of symptoms, none of the patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms were associated with pain and psychological factors.

Conclusion: Neuropathic sensory symptoms are not closely associated with higher levels of pain intensity and cognitive-emotional evaluations in chronic pain patients with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms. The findings are discussed in term of differential response bias in patients with versus without verified neuropathic sensory symptoms by clinical examination, medical tests, or underlying pathology of disease. Our results lend support to the importance of using adjusted scores, thereby eliminating the response bias, when investigating self-reported neuropathic symptoms by patients.
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Introduction
Neuropathic pain is defined as “pain caused by a lesion or disease affecting the somatosensory system,”¹¹ and is manifested by sensory signs and symptoms such as hyperalgesia and burning and prickling sensations. Bourau et al² stated that verbal descriptors of experienced sensory symptoms reliably distinguish neuropathic pain from other types of pain. Several studies, however, have found similar self-reported sensory symptoms in otherwise diagnosed pain such as fibromyalgia (FM).³

A large number of population-based studies of chronic pain have reported a high level of pain intensity as well as anxiety and depressive symptoms in respondents who score high on neuropathic sensory symptoms assessed by self-report.⁴⁻⁷ These studies
concluded that the neuropathic characteristics of pain are denoted by a high level of intensity as well as negative affectivity. However, some clinical studies do not support these findings when comparing medically diagnosed neuropathic and non-neuropathic pain.\textsuperscript{4–10} Consequently, two questions have been raised. First, do neuropathic sensory symptoms assessed by screening tools reliably distinguish neuropathic pain from non-neuropathic types of pain? The present study assessed self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms in patients with “typical neuropathic pain” (TNP), radiculopathy (RAD), FM, and nociceptive back pain (nBP). We expected that these symptoms would distinguish TNP not from RAD and FM but from nBP. RAD is caused by compression or lesion of a dorsal root or its ganglion and considered as a syndrome with both nociceptive and neuropathic components of pain (mixed pain syndrome).\textsuperscript{11–13} Although in the majority of FM patients, no nerve lesions can be demonstrated, the presence of neuropathic sensory symptoms (eg, allodynia and hyperalgesia) in these patients can be explained in terms of pathogenic mechanisms such as impaired small fiber function and a dysfunction of endogenous systems modulating afferent activity.\textsuperscript{14–16} In a more recent study, Uceyler et al\textsuperscript{14} suggested a neuropathic nature of pain in FM syndrome. However, the classification of FM as neuropathic pain is a subject of controversy and debate among researchers.\textsuperscript{1,17}

The second question was whether the association between a high score of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms with a high level of pain intensity and negative affectivity previously found in population-based studies can also be found in chronic pain patients with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms such as TNP, RAD, and also FM.

Symptom reports are well known to be influenced by a general negative response tendency, revealed by a dominance of responses at the negative pole of a rating scale which is based on a person’s disposition to disclose and report negative aspects of oneself, including both emotional and physical symptoms. In this context, a general negative self-appraisal seems to play an important role. Such biases may inflate correlations among symptoms.\textsuperscript{18} However, later studies have suggested a considerable variation in how strongly different symptoms are influenced by this response bias. For example, response bias has been suggested to more strongly relate with the report of symptoms without any identified pathology than with symptoms that can be verified by clinical examination or medical tests.\textsuperscript{19–21}

In conclusion, it is argued that not only do the characteristics of pain determine the symptom report but also an individual tendency to select specific response categories, in this case preferring the endpoints of a response scale independent of the item content. This could have determined the positive correlation between self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms with pain intensity and negative affectivity found in large population-based studies. This association should be examined in patients with an underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms.

In the present study, we wanted to analyze the relation between the level of neuropathic sensory symptoms and other pain-related parameters like intensity and chronicity as well as psychological factors (depression, catastrophizing, and pain acceptance) in four above-mentioned diagnostic groups (ie, TNP, RAD, FM, and nBP). Cluster analysis was used to classify patients of these diagnostic groups based on self-reported intensity of neuropathic sensory symptoms (clustering 1). We hypothesized that only nBP patients who scored high on neuropathic sensory symptoms would report a high level of pain-related features and also psychological factors driven by the previously explained response bias. In all other diagnostic groups, significant associations were not expected.

To control for the response bias, a second clustering approach (clustering 2) based on adjusted scores (adj) of neuropathic sensory symptoms using individual means (Ms) was performed. This enabled us to subgroup the patients of the different diagnostic groups based on their distinct patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms after having eliminated the individual response bias regarding the symptoms. Studies concerning the association of different patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms with different parameters of pain and psychological factors are rare. A recent symptom-based study on chronic low back pain demonstrated no association between distinct patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms with depression and anxiety.\textsuperscript{22} We wanted to find out whether the different diagnostic groups in our study were characterized by specific patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms (after elimination of the general response bias). We expected that these symptom patterns should be represented differently in the diagnostic groups. However, since the general response bias was eliminated, none of the symptom patterns should have been associated with higher levels of pain-related parameters or psychological factors.

**Methods**

This cross-sectional study was conducted in a multidisciplinary tertiary care center, comprising experts in pain medicine, psychology, and neighboring professions. Inpatients presenting with chronic pain, diagnosed by anesthesiologists/neurologists, were asked to complete
various questionnaires, after having signed informed consent regarding their participation in the study. Ethical approval was obtained from the Ethics Committee of the Georg-Elias-Müller Institute of Psychology.

**Sample selection**

From April 2012 to February 2013, 344 patients suffering from a chronic pain condition were referred to the pain treatment center. Chronic pain conditions included TNP, RAD, FM, and nBP, assessed by the pain specialists who determined the pain diagnoses based on history, clinical bedside examinations, and whatever diagnostic methods were considered appropriate (eg, electrophysiological evaluation and imaging techniques). A total of 78 patients with one of the following neurological syndromes were included in the study: postherpetic neuralgia, which was confirmed if patients had persistent pain in an area previously affected by acute herpes zoster rash; complex regional pain syndrome type II, according to clinical criteria; central neuropathic pain, defined as pain caused by a demonstrable lesion in the central nervous system in an area anatomically attributable to the lesion; polyneuropathy, according to clinical criteria; and trigeminal neuralgia, according to International Headache Classification criteria 2003.

Patients with chronic lower back pain were divided into two groups: with (RAD) or without (nBP) typical dermatomal pain (radiating beyond the knee) as well as clinical signs of nerve root involvement, including pain evoked by stretching of the femoral or sciatic nerve, sensory or motor deficits in the leg, and a decrease or loss of tendon reflexes. Moreover, available results of spinal imaging and further investigations such as electromyography were also taken into account.

FM was diagnosed on the basis of the American College of Rheumatology criteria. Of the 344 patients, 306 were considered for inclusion in the study. Criteria for inclusion were: age above 18 years and having a chronic pain condition according to ICD-10 criteria (F45.41 or R52.1-2, International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, 2012). The following exclusion criteria were applied: a pain history of less than 6 months, presence of a malignant disease, severe medical or psychiatric illness interfering with the pain assessment, another painful disorder or neurological disease that might have interfered with the pain assessment, and inability to comprehend the German language.

**Data assessment**

In addition to standard demographic inquiry, the questionnaires were applied.

Neuropathic sensory symptoms were assessed by the Pain DETECT Questionnaire (PDQ). The PDQ is a self-report questionnaire including nine items asking about the intensity and quality of pain. The questions address the presence of seven sensory symptoms rated on a 0–5 rating scale (never to very strong): 1) burning pain, 2) paresthesias, 3) mechanical allodynia, 4) spontaneous pain attacks, 5) thermal hyperalgesia, 6) numbness, and 7) pressure hyperalgesia. The PDQ also comprises two questions regarding the course of pain and radiation pain. The scale was validated in a sample of patients with either neuropathic pain, including postherpetic neuralgia, polyneuropathy, nerve trauma, and lower back pain (where the source of pain is in lumbar vertebrae, sacrum, and/or coccyx), or nociceptive pain, including visceral pain, osteoarthritis, inflammatory arthropathies and non-neuropathic low back pain. The instrument indicated sensitivity as well as specificity of 84% when identifying patients with medically diagnosed neuropathic pain. The questionnaire demonstrated adequate internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha =0.83).

The average pain intensity was assessed by an eleven-point numeric rating scale ranging from 0 (no pain) to 10 (worst imaginable pain).

Pain chronicity was assessed by the Mainz Pain Staging System, which defines three stages of pain chronicity based on ten questions (in terms of four axes). Patients were requested to describe the occurrence of pain, pain duration, and changes in pain intensity (axis 1, temporal dimension); pain distribution (axis 2, spatial dimension); drug use and number of previous drug withdrawals (axis 3, drug-taking behavior); and change of personal physician, pain-related hospitalizations, pain-related operations, and pain-related rehabilitation (axis 4, utilization of the health care system). Patients were assisted by a physician to complete the questions. The sum of the four axes varies in the range of 4–12. The instrument was validated in a study by Pfingsten et al with 542 patients with different diagnoses.

Depressive symptoms were assessed by the German short version of the Center for Epidemiological Studies Depression Scale, which is a 15-item self-report scale from 0 (rarely) to 3 (most of the time), designed to measure depressive symptoms during the past 7 days. Validity and reliability (Cronbach’s alpha=0.91) were good.

Catastrophizing cognitions concerning pain were measured with the German version of the Pain Catastrophizing Scale (subscale “helplessness”). The subscale “helplessness” describes the feeling of the inability to cope with the pain. It consists of six items answered on a five-point scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 4 (all the time). This subscale showed
good internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha =0.89) as well as convergent validity.\textsuperscript{33}

Pain acceptance was measured by ten items from the German version of the Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire (items 1, 2, 6, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 18).\textsuperscript{34} These items showed the highest correlation with the total score of the questionnaire.\textsuperscript{34} Items were answered on a seven-point scale ranging from 0 (never) to 6 (always), with an internal consistency of Cronbach’s alpha =0.73.

Statistical analysis

One-way analyses of variance (ANOVAs), post-hoc Tukey’s tests, and chi-square tests were conducted to explore differences between the four diagnostic groups regarding demographic and clinical variables.

To distinguish subgroups of patients with different levels of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms across the four diagnostic groups (clustering 1), a hierarchical cluster analysis including the seven sensory symptoms taken from the PDQ was performed. The commonly recommended hierarchical WARD-approach with a squared Euclidian distance measure was used.\textsuperscript{35} Agglomeration coefficients were investigated to establish the optimal cluster solution. The point at which the percentage of change was largest between steps determines the most appropriate cluster solution.\textsuperscript{36} A cutoff point for essential clusters was set at about 10\% of evaluated cases. Multinominal regression analysis was conducted to examine associations between the levels of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms (clusters as predictors) with diagnostic group (criterion). Furthermore, ANOVAs were performed to investigate differences between these clusters regarding pain-related and psychological variables (separately for each diagnostic group as well as for total sample).\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{\textsuperscript{35}}}

For the purpose of identifying relevant subgroups of patients with different patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms, a further hierarchical cluster analysis (clustering 2) was conducted on the basis of adjusted scores using the individual mean of the seven sensory symptoms (ie, the rating of each item by the patient was subtracted from the individual mean of all seven items rated by the same patient), thus eliminating the response bias of patients. This cluster analysis was followed by multiple discriminant analysis including the seven sensory symptoms as independent variables (criterion: clusters), to ensure the stability of the cluster solution.\textsuperscript{35} ANOVAs and chi-squared tests were performed to explore differences between the identified clusters regarding various pain and psychological variables as well as regarding their frequency in each diagnostic group. All analyses were conducted using SPSS (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA) software, version 19. The significance level was set at $P<0.05$.

Results

Study sample

Of the 344 patients, a total of 306 with TNP, RAD, FM, or nBP fulfilled the inclusion criteria. A total of 38 patients had to be excluded from the study: eleven patients because they had a pain history of less than 6 months, and 16 patients in whom tumor or other medical or psychiatric illness interfering with the pain assessment was diagnosed (eg, Alzheimer’s disease or schizophrenia), six patients because of their inability to comprehend the German language, and five patients who refused to participate. The mean age of the patients was 59.2 years (standard deviation [SD] =13.2). ANOVAs and post hoc tests showed significant differences between TNP and FM patients regarding age ($P=0.02$), the latter being younger on average. The majority of patients were female (65\%). Separate chi-squared tests demonstrated a lower percentage of women with TNP compared with nBP ($P=0.007$) and FM ($P=0.000$) (Table 1). Also, results of the ANOVA and post hoc tests revealed significant differences between FM versus nBP and FM versus TNP regarding pain chronicity ($P=0.000$) and between FM versus RAD and FM versus TNP regarding depressive symptoms ($P=0.006$) (Table 1). The neuropathic characteristics (assessed by the PDQ total score) of nBP were significantly lower than in all other diagnostic groups ($P=0.02$) (Table 1). No group differences were found regarding pain history ($P=0.12$), pain intensity ($P=0.69$), pain acceptance ($P=0.07$), or catastrophizing ($P=0.09$) (Table 1).

Cluster analysis 1: Subgroups of patients with different levels of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms

Based on the agglomeration coefficients for hierarchical cluster analysis, three distinct clusters emerged, which were characterized by a low ($M_{\text{low}}=1.38$, SD =0.69), moderate ($M_{\text{Moderate}}=2.51$, SD =0.50), or high ($M_{\text{High}}=3.36$, SD =0.65) level of intensity of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms, which differed significantly from one another ($F(2, 295)=267.72, P=0.000$).

Multinominal logistic regression analysis

Multinominal logistic regression (criterion: diagnostic groups) with TNP as a reference group revealed that the
levels of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms only contributed to distinguishing TNP from nBP and not from RAD and FM. The model explained about 19% of the total variance (Table 2).

### Association of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms with pain and psychological variables in the four diagnostic groups

Results of the ANOVA showed no significant differences between the three levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms regarding pain intensity, pain chronicity, pain catastrophizing, pain acceptance, and depressive symptoms (all $P > 0.05$) in TNP, RAD, and FM (see Table 3 for more detail). However, in nBP patients, significant differences were found regarding all variables, except pain chronicity (see Table 3 for further details). Accordingly, post hoc tests demonstrated significant differences between low versus high levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms for pain intensity and pain catastrophizing, between low versus moderate and high levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms for pain acceptance, and between low and moderate versus high levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms for depressive symptoms.

ANOVA comparing all pain patients in the three levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms demonstrated significant differences regarding all variables, except with regard to pain catastrophizing (for details see Table 3). Post hoc tests also revealed significant differences between low and moderate versus high levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms for pain intensity, pain chronicity, and depressive symptoms and between low versus high levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms for pain acceptance.

### Cluster analysis 2: Subgroups of patients with distinct patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms

The cluster analysis based on adjusted scores of the seven sensory symptoms led to a four-cluster solution with distinct patterns of symptoms (Figure 1). Each of the four symptom patterns was present in every diagnostic group, differing only by relative frequency. Cluster 1 was characterized by a high intensity of pricking sensations (M = 0.98), pain attacks (M = 0.98), and numbness (M = 0.62) compared with the other sensory symptoms. This pattern of symptoms occurred nearly two times more frequently in TNP (26%) than in FM (15%), in nBP (13.3%), and in RAD (12.9%); $\chi^2=6.33$,
Table 3 Means and SDs of various pain and psychological variables in patients with different levels of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms across the four diagnostic groups (clustering)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>“Cluster I” Low level of neuropathic sensory symptoms (M=1.38)*</th>
<th>“Cluster 2” Moderate level of neuropathic sensory symptoms (M=2.51)*</th>
<th>“Cluster 3” High level of neuropathic sensory symptoms (M=3.36)*</th>
<th>F(df)</th>
<th>Post hoc “LSD”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TNP</td>
<td>NRS (M ± SD) 5.82±6.85</td>
<td>6.51±1.75</td>
<td>6.96±1.92</td>
<td>1.15 (2, 70)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MPSS (M ± SD) 8.25±1.48</td>
<td>8.73±1.05</td>
<td>8.77±1.18</td>
<td>0.68 (2, 70)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCS-H (M ± SD) 11.50±2.00</td>
<td>12.86±5.70</td>
<td>10.46±5.70</td>
<td>0.88 (2, 40)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPAQ (M ± SD) 33.80±10.29</td>
<td>33.95±10.21</td>
<td>32.64±11.18</td>
<td>0.07 (2, 37)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADS-K (M ± SD) 15.00±1.41</td>
<td>16.72±9.72</td>
<td>15.21±10.41</td>
<td>0.16 (2, 40)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAD</td>
<td>NRS (M ± SD) 6.62±1.59</td>
<td>6.68±1.77</td>
<td>7.20±1.47</td>
<td>0.69 (2, 63)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MPSS (M ± SD) 8.42±0.97</td>
<td>8.89±1.44</td>
<td>9.26±1.32</td>
<td>1.03 (2, 61)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCS-H (M ± SD) 9.33±3.82</td>
<td>10.85±5.71</td>
<td>12.23±6.21</td>
<td>0.66 (2, 55)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPAQ (M ± SD) 37.66±12.45</td>
<td>33.17±9.30</td>
<td>27.58±10.11</td>
<td>2.93 (2, 55)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADS-K (M ± SD) 14.20±6.55</td>
<td>12.82±9.33</td>
<td>18.94±10.59</td>
<td>2.39 (2, 54)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
<td>NRS (M ± SD) 6.28±1.60</td>
<td>6.43±1.66</td>
<td>7.50±1.44</td>
<td>3.03 (2, 55)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MPSS (M ± SD) 9.28±0.75</td>
<td>8.92±1.23</td>
<td>9.70±1.08</td>
<td>3.04 (2, 55)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCS-H (M ± SD) 10.80±2.16</td>
<td>13.40±5.47</td>
<td>16.37±4.71</td>
<td>2.11 (2, 25)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPAQ (M ± SD) 31.40±11.80</td>
<td>27.60±10.97</td>
<td>26.14±11.52</td>
<td>0.33 (2, 24)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADS-K (M ± SD) 17.60±10.26</td>
<td>20.53±9.54</td>
<td>26.12±10.93</td>
<td>1.28 (2, 25)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nBP</td>
<td>NRS (M ± SD) 6.06±1.82</td>
<td>6.89±1.12</td>
<td>8.00±2.23</td>
<td>3.76 (2, 95)</td>
<td>1 &lt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MPSS (M ± SD) 8.33±1.16</td>
<td>8.42±1.05</td>
<td>9.14±1.06</td>
<td>1.60 (2, 86)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCS-H (M ± SD) 11.04±2.00</td>
<td>12.93±4.28</td>
<td>16.00±4.20</td>
<td>3.50 (2, 95)</td>
<td>1 &lt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPAQ (M ± SD) 32.75±1.47</td>
<td>27.91±6.85</td>
<td>23.14±7.58</td>
<td>5.00 (2, 95)</td>
<td>(2, 3) &lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADS-K (M ± SD) 15.29±8.53</td>
<td>17.61±7.79</td>
<td>25.85±10.63</td>
<td>4.97 (2, 95)</td>
<td>(1, 2) &lt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>NRS (M ± SD) 6.19±1.93</td>
<td>6.65±1.86</td>
<td>7.25±1.68</td>
<td>6.09 (2, 293)</td>
<td>(1, 2) &lt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MPSS (M ± SD) 8.44±1.15</td>
<td>8.72±1.21</td>
<td>9.22±1.22</td>
<td>7.76 (2, 281)</td>
<td>(1, 2) &lt; 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PCS-H (M ± SD) 10.96±1.18</td>
<td>12.35±5.19</td>
<td>13.02±5.93</td>
<td>2.22 (2, 224)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CPAQ (M ± SD) 33.26±10.91</td>
<td>30.50±9.15</td>
<td>28.06±10.60</td>
<td>3.57 (2, 220)</td>
<td>3 &lt; 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADS-K (M ± SD) 15.38±7.77</td>
<td>16.41±9.11</td>
<td>20.17±11.27</td>
<td>3.82 (2, 223)</td>
<td>(1, 2) &lt; 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: *Mean score of the self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms (sum of the 7 sensory symptoms/7); ***P<0.001; **P<0.01; *P<0.05; †Not significant.

Abbreviations: A-DK, Allgemeine Depressionen Skala–Kurz version; CPAQ, Chronic Pain Acceptance Questionnaire; df, degrees of freedom; FM, fibromyalgia; LSD, Fisher’s least significant difference; M, mean; MPSS, Mainz Pain Staging System; nBP, nociceptive back pain; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; PCS-H, Pain Catastrophizing Scale–Helplessness; RAD, radiculopathy; SD, standard deviation; TNP, typical neuropathic pain.

degrees of freedom [df] = 3, P = 0.09) (Figure 1). Patients who had been classified into cluster 2 reported particularly high levels of pain attacks (M adj = 1.56) and pressure hyperalgesia (M adj = 0.97). All other symptoms were close to the mean, except burning pain, which was less severe. In patients with nBP (44.9%), FM (38.3%), and RAD (28.6%), this symptom pattern was more frequent than in TNP patients (14.3%; χ²=23.87, df=3, P = 0.000) (Figure 1). Cluster 3 was characterized by an overall “flat profile” (ie, no item deviated much from the individual mean) (Figure 1). This pattern of symptoms evenly distributed over all four diagnostic groups (χ²=6.06, df=3, P = 0.10) (Figure 1). The dominant symptom of cluster 4 was a severe burning pain (M adj = 2.05). Pain attacks (M adj = 0.98) and thermal pain (M adj = 0.67) were also above the individual mean. All other symptoms were below average. This symptom pattern prevailed in TNP (19.5%), in RAD (15.7%), and in FM (13.3%) (Figure 1).

A discriminant analysis with the seven neuropathic sensory symptoms as independent variables (criterion: the four patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms) led to three significant discriminating functions (P = 0.000 for each function) with Wilks’ lambda of 0.16, 0.36, and 0.63 and eigenvalues of 1.24, 0.75, and 0.57. Eighty-eight percent of the patients were classified correctly. Burning pain (β = 0.99), thermal hyperalgesia (β = 0.91), and pain attacks (β = 0.84) were the best predictors for the clusters (symptom patterns). But also, prickling sensations (β = 0.56), pressure hyperalgesia (β = 0.55), numbness (β = 0.48), and allodynia (β = 0.40) contributed significantly to the discrimination of the four clusters. The results of the ANOVAs showed no significant differences regarding pain intensity (P = 0.95), pain chronicity (P = 0.11), pain catastrophizing (P = 0.87), pain acceptance (P = 0.46), and depressive symptoms (P = 0.78) when comparing the four clusters based on adjusted scores.
Discussion

The present study demonstrates that neither the intensity of the neuropathic sensory symptoms nor any patterns of these symptoms exclusively lead to a high degree of pain intensity, pain chronicity, and negative affectivity in a clinical sample of patients with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms (ie, TNP, RAD, and FM). Our findings also highlight the fact that high ratings of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms are not necessarily associated with major neuropathic characteristics of pain but are also related to a negative response tendency in patients without any identifiable underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms (ie, nBP). These results demonstrate the importance of taking advantage of response bias-adjusted scores.
when investigating self-reported neuropathic symptoms by patients.

The assumption that neuropathic sensory symptoms would differentiate TNP from nBP was confirmed by the results of regression analysis (Table 2). Patients medically diagnosed with nBP also revealed the lowest neuropathic score assessed by the PDQ, differing significantly from all other diagnostic groups (TNP, RAD, FM), which are supposed to present pain with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms (Table 1). Neuropathic sensory symptoms, however, did not distinguish TNP from FM. Although in the majority of FM patients no nerve lesion can be detected, numerous studies have demonstrated similarities between neuropathic pain patients and FM patients with regard to the experience of sensory symptoms.1,3 Vierck37 suggested that changes in the milieu of muscles and other deep somatic structures in FM might lead to a similar state of hyperactivity in nociceptive neurons as is observed after nerve damage. Moreover, Staud et al48 using functional MRI, provided strong support for neuroplastic changes in the central nervous system in FM. However, it must be stressed that the classification of FM as a variant of neuropathic pain is a subject of controversy among researchers.1,17

As hypothesized, the three levels of self-reported neuropathic sensory symptoms in chronic pain patients with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms did not differ in pain intensity and chronicity, depression, pain acceptance, and catastrophizing. Thus, neuropathic sensory symptoms do not contribute per se to the characteristics of pain-related features and cognitive-emotional processes. This interpretation finds support in some clinical studies8–10 as well as our own findings (Table 1), indicating no significant differences between medically diagnosed neuropathic and non-neuropathic pain regarding pain intensity, pain chronicity, and psychological factors. Other possible explanations for this result may be that negative emotions and maladaptive appraisals do not play an important role in the report of sensory descriptors of pain such as neuropathic sensory symptoms. In accordance with this interpretation, Sullivan et al39 found that pain catastrophizing in neuropathic pain patients was not associated with the sensory subscale of the McGill Pain Questionnaire but only with the affective aspects. They suggested that the mechanism of pain catastrophizing is specifically related to the affective dimension of pain. Functional imaging studies with FM have also demonstrated that neither a high level of pain catastrophizing60 nor the presence of a clinically diagnosed major depression41 are associated with the sensory aspects of pain processing.

In contrast to this finding, in patients with nBP, an association between high levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms with high levels of pain intensity, depression, pain catastrophizing, and with less acceptance of pain was observed, suggesting a general negative response tendency among patients with nBP who scored high on neuropathic sensory symptoms without any identifiable underlying neuropathology. Ambiguity about the origin and significance of neuropathic sensory symptoms among patients with nBP may explain the biased response tendency regarding these symptoms, particularly among those nBP patients with negative affect and self-appraisals. According to Social Comparison Theory42 and Temporal Comparison Theory,43,44 individuals need comparison standards to evaluate their opinions, skills, and social status, as well as their physical state. Petersen et al45 proposed the comparison standards as a predictor of symptom presentations and contended that in evaluating a bodily state, individuals have to use reference standards, such as the personal experience of symptoms in the past, or beliefs about the perception of sensations by relevant others, such as patients or healthy individuals. It can be therefore argued that those nBP patients with negative affect and self-appraisals are most likely influenced by a biased response tendency regarding neuropathic sensory symptoms. The finding that the three levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms in nBP did not differentiate pain chronicity which was not obtained by self-report may provide additional evidence for the argument above.

Altogether, our findings suggest that a high level of neuropathic sensory symptoms in patients with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms does not automatically result in a high intensity of pain-related characteristics and psychological dysfunctional features.

With the second clustering approach, response bias-adjusted scores were created. This enabled us to characterize different subgroups of patients with common patterns of neuropathic sensory symptoms. Consistent with earlier studies,9 none of the symptom patterns was exclusively seen in the groups with diagnosed neuropathic or nociceptive pain. Nevertheless, the distributions of symptom patterns differed between different diagnostic groups. For example, symptom pattern 4 occurred only in 2% of the patients with nBP, whereas nearly half of the nBP patients demonstrated the symptom pattern characterized by a high level of pain attacks and pressure hyperalgesia (cluster 2). In any case, we found that neither the symptom patterns frequently occurring in neuropathic pain nor symptom patterns frequently occurring in nBP were associated with a higher level of pain-related and psychological factors. This finding gives reason to
further question a genuine association of neuropathic sensory symptoms with high levels of pain and psychological factors in patients with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms. At the same time, it highlights the adequacy of our strategy for analysis.

Intriguingly, about 40% of the chronic pain patients showed a “flat profile” of neuropathic sensory symptoms. The “flat profile” indicates that the patient responded in a similar way to all items of the PDQ. This pattern was demonstrated by a similar percentage of subgroups of patients from the four diagnostic groups, a finding that has been reported before. Possibly, a psychological phenomenon (ie, the tendency to adhere to a similar rating style regardless of item content) is responsible for this observation. For a more accurate interpretation, we compared patients demonstrating a “flat profile” with different levels of neuropathic sensory symptoms (in clustering 1). Interestingly, among nBP patients who scored “high” (in clustering 1) as well as “flat” on neuropathic sensory symptoms, we found a higher level of depressive symptoms ($P=0.004$) and pain catastrophizing ($P=0.04$) as well as less acceptance of pain ($P=0.04$). Consistent with this finding, Cohen et al proposed that negative emotions may not only result in a negative response bias as discussed before but also lead to an undifferentiated interpretation of symptoms. Such differences were not found regarding TNP, RAD, and FM with a “flat” and also “high” pattern of neuropathic sensory symptoms. This result can be interpreted that a “flat and high” pattern of neuropathic sensory symptoms is not necessarily based on a response bias, particularly in the case of symptoms supported by underlying pathology.

Before considering the implications of our findings, several limitations of this study have to be acknowledged. The sample size was relatively small and thus the reliability of the findings has to be questioned until other studies can replicate them. An additional limitation relates to the applied instrument, since the PDQ has not been validated regarding FM. Furthermore, our sample of patients was recruited from a single clinic, and this selection might have affected the results.

In summary, our data seem to highlight the conclusion that neuropathic sensory symptoms alone are not sufficient to produce a high degree of pain and psychological dysfunctional features as it is not the case in patients with underlying pathology of neuropathic sensory symptoms. Moreover, the present study corroborates previous findings that response bias may more strongly relate to the report of symptoms without any identified pathology as well as symptoms which were not experienced by patients in the past than with symptoms that can be verified by clinical examination or medical tests. These findings should have implications for symptom-based studies of neuropathic pain to include a relevant sample of patients when investigating the association of these symptoms with other indicators of health status. The results also highlight the importance of using adjusted scores to eliminate the response bias when investigating self-reported symptoms by patients.
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